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Introductory Note by the Editor

The amount of new publications, reports, policy papers, lectures, presentations, videos and briefings in the field of terrorism and counter-terrorism can be overwhelming for the untrained researcher as well as for young counter-terrorist professionals. In the following, a selection of recent open-source online publications, grouped into a dozen categories, has been made by a seasoned former intelligence analyst. An attempt has been made to select items from a variety of sources and positions, presenting different perspectives. Selection not necessarily means endorsement for certain positions or specific lines of argumentation. In addition, an attempt has been made to include also a number of non-terrorist items from the broader spectrum of political violence and armed conflicts.

All the items included here surfaced online in the period mid-January to beginning of April 2017. ‘Perspectives on Terrorism’ plans to offer its readers regular updates in future issues of our journal, categorised in the same format:

1. Non-Religious Terrorism: Actors, Groups, Incidents and Campaigns
2. Religious (mainly Jihadi) Terrorism: Actors, Groups, Incidents and Campaigns
3. Terrorist Strategies and Tactics
4. Conflict, Crime and Political Violence other than Terrorism
5. Counter-Terrorism – General
6. Counter-Terrorist Strategies, Tactics and Operations
7. State Repression and Civil War at Home and Clandestine & Open Warfare Abroad
8. Prevention and Preparedness Studies (including Countering Violent Extremism, De-Radicalization, Counter-Narratives)
9. Intelligence
10. Cyber Operations
11. Risk & Threat Assessments, Forecasts, Analytical Studies
12. Also Worth Reading

1. Non-Religious Terrorism: Actors, Groups, Incidents and Campaigns


2. Religious (mainly Jihadi) Terrorism: Actors, Groups, Incidents and Campaigns


V. Woollaston. Global reign of terror: map plots every terrorist attack and death in real-time. WIRED, April 3, 2017. URL: http://www.wired.co.uk/article/terrorism-map-global


Hezbollah a real threat to the USA. *Europe Israel.news*, March 13, 2017. URL: http://en.europe-israel.org/2017/03/13/analysis-hezbollah-as-a-threat-to-the-usa-that-no-wall-can-prevent/


Prospects for ending civil war in Libya. Atlantic Council, *YouTube*, March 9, 2017. URL: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wpiep0pUYW4


Haid Haid. The core reason for the JFS fight against Syrian rebels is competition over resources. *Atlantic Council*, March 7, 2017. URL: http://www.atlanticcouncil.org/blogs/syriasmart/thecore-reason-for-the-jfs-fight-against-syrian-rebels-is-competition-over-resources


The resurgence of Boko Haram attacks. This Day, March 5, 2017. URL: https://www.thisdaylive.com/index.php/2017/03/05/the-resurgence-of-boko-haram-attacks/


A. Natan. ISIS ‘regrouping in southern Libya with support of al-Qa’ida and preparing for further attacks.’ The Telegraph, March 1, 2017. URL: http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/2017/03/01/isil-regrouping-southern-libya-support-al-qaeda-preparing-attacks/

D. Burke. ISIS boot camp: Iraqi army discover jihadi training base hidden 32 foot underground where foreign fighters were prepared for war. Mail Online, March 1, 2017. URL: http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-4272066/Iraqi-army-discovers-ISIS-training-base-10m-underground.html


3. **Terrorists Strategies and Tactics**


D. Gartenstein-Ross. Lone wolves no more. The decline of a myth. Foreign Affairs, March 27, 2017. URL: https://www.foreignaffairs.com/articles/united-kingdom/2017-03-27/lone-wolves-no-more


4. Conflict, Crime and Political Violence other than Terrorism


S. Stanford. Is America being turned into a war zone? The month of April is full of possible ‘flashpoints’ in California. *ANP*, April 1, 2017. URL: [http://allnewspipeline.com/Will_America_Turn_Into_A_War_Zone.php](http://allnewspipeline.com/Will_America_Turn_Into_A_War_Zone.php)


Libya military strongman claims control of key eastern oil terminals. Deutsche Welle, March 14, 2017. URL: http://www.dw.com/en/libya-military-strongman-claims-control-of-key-eastern-oil-terminals/a-37933720


China says more than 20,000 from Myanmar seek refuge across border. Reuters, March 9, 2017. URL: http://www.reuters.com/article/us-myanmar-insurgency-china-idUSKBN16G0QO


5. Counter-Terrorism – General

K. von Hippel. A global strategy is the way to defeat ISIS 2.0. *Financial Times*, April 2, 2017. URL: https://www.ft.com/content/de4d8150-1572-11e7-b0c1-37e417ee6c76


America’s way ahead in Syria. Institute for the Study of War (ISW), March 14, 2017. URL: http://www.understandingwar.org/backgrounder/americas-way-ahead-syria


N. Searle. To defeat terrorists we have to get inside their minds. The Guardian, March 17, 2017. URL: https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2017/mar/17/defeat-terrorists-terrorism


**6. Counter-Terrorist Strategies, Tactics and Operations**


M. Horowitz. ISIS may be almost beaten in Mosul – but the battle for Iraq is just beginning. *IB Times*, March 9, 2017. URL: [http://www.ibtimes.co.uk/isis-may-be-almost-beaten-mosul-battle-new-iraq-just-beginning-1610490](http://www.ibtimes.co.uk/isis-may-be-almost-beaten-mosul-battle-new-iraq-just-beginning-1610490)


United against extremism – 7 March 2017. How the UN and tech companies are confronting Online Hate. *SecDev.Foundation*, URL: https://secdev-foundation.org/united-against-extremism/

S.M. Torelli. Tunisia's counterterror efforts hampered by weak institutions. *Terrorism Monitor*, February 24, 2017. URL: https://jamestown.org/program/tunisias-counterterror-efforts-hampered-weak-institutions/?mc_cid=a8f6204c32&mc_eid=9942bc67e0


US forces deploy deadly new drone: images reveal how al-Qa'ida leader was killed with deadly accurate strike which didn't even break his car's windows. *Mail Online*, February 28, 2017. URL: http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-4265870/Images-Syrian-strike-new-kind-drone-exist.html


**7. State Repression and Civil War at Home and Clandestine & Open Warfare Abroad**


Myanmar may be seeking to expel all Rohingya, says UN. AFP, March 14, 2017. URL: https://www.theguardian.com/world/2017/mar/14/myanmar-may-be-seeking-to-expel-all-rohingya-says-un


Study: Iran plays ‘destructive role’ in Iraq, Syria and 12 other nations. Middle East Monitor, March 8, 2017. URL: https://www.middleeastmonitor.com/20170308-study-iran-plays-destructive-role-in-iraq-syria-and-12-other-nations/


S. Osborne. Aleppo evacuation was a war crime, says UN panel. The Independent, March 1, 2017. URL: http://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/middle-east/aleppo-evacuation-war-crime-un-panel-a7606646.html

8. Prevention and Preparedness Studies (including Countering Violent Extremism, De-Radicalization)


**9. Intelligence**


Klayman discusses NSA/CIA whistleblower Dennis Montgomery & FBI investigation of mass surveillance. *YouTube*, March 23, 2017. URL: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1TXYhWLDAaM


M. von Hein. Assange: ‘only 1 percent’ of the CIA material has been published. *Deutsche Welle*, March 22, 2017. URL: http://www.dw.com/en/assange-only-1-percent-of-the-cia-material-has-been-published/a-38080292


J. McLaughlin. CIA has an 'impressive list' of ways to hack into your smart phone, Wikileaks files indicate. The Intercept, March 7, 2017. URL: https://theintercept.com/2017/03/07/cia-has-an-impressive-list-of-ways-to-hack-into-your-smartphone-wikileaks-files-indicate/


Wikileaks Press Conference, March 9, 2017 on CIA/Vault7/Year Zero. YouTube, March 9, 2017. URL: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Se6XWhKOE2Q


That CIA exploit list in full: the good, the bad, and the very ugly. The Register, March 8, 2017. URL: https://www.theregister.co.uk/2017/03/08/cia_exploit_list_in_full/


10. Cyber Operations


A.M. Slaughter. Nations jockey for influence in cyber space. Financial Times, March 16, 2017. URL: https://www.ft.com/content/d09d4dba-099c-11e7-ac5a-903b21361b43


Cyber Disrupt 2017. Center for International and Strategic Studies, Washington, DC, March 15, 2017. URL: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hGqBa-t971c&feature=em-lss


M. Libicki. It takes more than offensive capability to have an effective cyber deterrence posture. RAND, CT-465, 20017, 12p. URL: https://www.rand.org/pubs/testimonies/CT465.html?adbsc=social_20170312_1352371&adbid=UPDATE-c165654-6246726329048399872&adbpl=li&adbpr=165654

M. McCaul. The war in cyberspace: why we are losing - and how to fight back. RSAC17, YouTube, February 14, 2017. IURL: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nq__jneFcps


C. Pace. What is the Dark Web? Definition and examples. Recorded Future, March 2, 2017. URL: https://www.recordedfuture.com/dark-web-definition/?utm_source=hs_email&utm_medium=email&utm_content=44197913&_hsrc=p2ANqtz--No32w6eo1Xv0WAM83TDZsyQ8QlYKxceP-wsgq0K3KQ-y-KJlHOlpeFmjQtVXDULyv2Jlfz-H1w71gkb0eNRgiR_NgQ3Bw&_hsml=44197182


11. Risk & Threat Assessments, Forecasts, Analytical Studies


L. Rooparanine, P. Wintour, S. Kamali Deghan, A. Alghohrary. Yemen at point of no return as conflict leaves almost 7 million close to famine. URL: [https://www.theguardian.com/global-development/2017/mar/16/yemen-conflict-7-million-close-to-famine](https://www.theguardian.com/global-development/2017/mar/16/yemen-conflict-7-million-close-to-famine)


Global emergency overview. ACAPS, February 28, 2017. URL: [https://www.acaps.org/countries-weekly-picks](https://www.acaps.org/countries-weekly-picks)


12. Also Worth Reading


D. Westneat. UW professor: the information war is real, and we're losing it. *Seattle Times*, March 30, 2017. URL: [http://www.seattletimes.com/seattle-news/politics/uw-professor-the-information-war-is-real-and-were-losing-it/](http://www.seattletimes.com/seattle-news/politics/uw-professor-the-information-war-is-real-and-were-losing-it/)

Who will control this digital space merged with our brain? Slavoj Zizek on Elon Musk's AI venture. RT. *YouTube*, March 31, 2017. URL: [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kZJSmUExU6M](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kZJSmUExU6M)


T.A. Schnaufer II. Redefining hybrid warfare: Russia’s non-linear war against the West. Journal of Strategic Studies, 10(1), 2016. URL: http://scholarcommons.usf.edu/jss/vol10/iss1/

D. Gartenstein-Ross, N. Barr. The coming Islamic culture war. What the Middle East’s Internet boom means for gay rights, and more. Foreign Affairs, March 4, 2017. URL: https://www.foreignaffairs.com/articles/middle-east/2017-03-04/coming-islamic-culture-war


About the Compiler: Berto Jongman is a former senior Military Intelligence Analyst and current International Consultant on CBRN issues. A sociologist by training, he also worked for civilian Swedish and Dutch research institutes. His publications include the edited volume Contemporary Genocides: Causes, Cases and Consequences (1996). Jongman was the recipient of the Golden Candle Award for his World Conflict & Human Rights Maps, published by PIOOM. He also contributed to various editions (1984, 1988, 2005, 2011) of the award-winning Handbook on Terrorism Research, edited by Alex P. Schmid. Currently he is a regular contributor to the Public Intelligence Blog (URL: http://phibetaiota.net/), IB Consultancy (URL: http://www.ib-consultancy.com/home/about/) and BlueWaterIntelligence (URL: https://blue-water-intelligence.com/?language=en.).